POST-TENSIONED
GROUND FLOOR SLABS

A low-maintenance
ground slab ideal for
controlled environments
and industrial applications
where crack-free, joint-free
floors are essential.

SPECIALIZED ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS FOR STRUCTURES
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CCL POST-TENSIONED
GROUND FLOOR SLABS
The major weakness in most types of concrete flooring is the joints. As the
number of joints in a floor increase, so too can the costs of construction and
ongoing maintenance. The Concrete Society’s guide to the design and construction
of concrete industrial ground floors TR34 (11.1.7) identifies post-tensioning as
a method of constructing jointless floors which overcomes some or all of the
tensile stress that normally occurs.
CCL Post-tensioned Ground Floor Slabs are designed to provide jointless, crack-free floors which are durable,
require minimal maintenance and provide greater comfort for the user. They are ideal solutions for medical
facilities and food processing factories which demand sterile, hygienic environments; clean room applications
requiring a dust-free atmosphere; and industrial and warehouse buildings to accommodate heavy loads and
steady circulation of vehicles.

GROUND FLOOR SLAB COMPARISON
Traditional
Reinforced

Up to 10 m

Up to 40 m

Can be compromised by
presence of cracks and
number of joints

Maintenance
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Post-Tensioned
Minimal to no cracks

Up to 40 m

Based on joint spacing

Pour Sizes

Durability

Advanced Fibre
Reinforced

Numerous closely spaced, fine cracks

Cracking
Joint Spacing

Fibre
Reinforced

As concrete wears over time,
fibres can become exposed

Joint and crack maintenance over service life

Up to 150 m
Can exceed 25,000 m2
Increased durability due to crack
limitation and joint elimination
Minimal maintenance due to crack
limitation and joint elimination

MINIMAL MAINTENANCE

DEFLECTION CONTROL

The CCL Post-tensioned Ground Floor Slab is designed
as a joint-free monolithic slab requiring minimal
maintenance throughout its service life and providing
a tough durable surface. The concrete slab is designed
to withstand severe stresses and varying subgrade
conditions. The combination of this strength and the
absence of joints creates a durable system which
requires minimum maintenance thereby reducing
ongoing costs.

The increased flexural and tensile capacities of CCL
Post-tensioned Ground Floor Slabs make them more
resistant to excessive loads, advantageous when used
in applications where poor-quality soils are an issue.

IMPROVED DURABILITY

UNDERFLOOR HEATING

Many shrinkage cracks do not remain dormant for
long, and with time effectively become movement
joints, are difficult to repair and may even compromise
the design intent of nearby movement joints and
associated serviceability. The compressive forces
applied to CCL Post-tensioned Ground Floor Slabs
using specific tendons, make the slabs inherently
resistant to cracks and improve durability.

Underfloor heating can be incorporated into the
slab to provide additional warmth and comfort.
CCL Post-tensioned Ground Floor Slabs are specially
designed to counteract the occurrence of cracks which
can otherwise result from the heating and cooling cycles
of underfloor heating.

HYGIENIC AND DUST FREE

CCL is known for its innovative use of technology,
engineering and construction expertise. The company
provides engineered solutions tailored precisely to
meet your individual requirements and deliver an end
product of the highest quality.

For applications requiring a sterile or dust-free
environment, CCL Post-tensioned Ground Floor
Slabs are the ideal solution. The absence of joints and
resistance to cracking facilitates cleaning and helps
prevent dust and bacteria from becoming trapped.

FASTER CONSTRUCTION
By reducing fixing time for rebar, enabling larger
pours and minimising the number of construction
joints CCL Post-tensioned Ground Floor Slabs can
deliver faster construction schedules.

REDUCED COSTS
The lower material costs, fewer joints and faster
construction schedules which can be achieved by
CCL Post-tensioned Ground Floor Slabs deliver
significant cost savings.

The installation as a monolithic slab creates a joint-free,
ultra-flat floor. This is an important consideration in many
applications including extensive warehousing units where
the use of sophisticated stacking equipment demands
the flattest of surfaces.

CCL SERVICE

CCL will handle the value engineering, full design,
construction, inspection and guarantee of performance.
It will provide the necessary materials and key construction
elements including concrete, reinforcement, formwork
and post-tensioning.
A geotechnical engineering study can be undertaken to
evaluate existing site conditions in order to determine
appropriate remedial solutions.
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The specifications, information and performance of the products
manufactured by CCL and featured in this publication are presented
in good faith and believed to be correct. Details may be changed
without notice. CCL makes no representations or warranties as to the
completeness or accuracy of the information. Information is supplied
upon the condition that the persons receiving same will make their
own determination as to its suitability for their purposes prior to
use. In no event will CCL be responsible for damages of any nature
whatsoever resulting from the use of, or reliance upon, information
contained in this document. CCL accepts no liability for any errors or
omissions therein.
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